
Julia Field Monitor Guidelines 

 

In order to take some of the pressure off new referees and to ensure a better experience for 7U and 8U 

players, coaches, and spectators, we are adding a field monitor position at Julia Field, which will be open 

to more experienced referees (2nd year and up). 

 

Responsibilities 

The Julia Field Monitor has the following responsibilities: 

1) Arrive early. Make sure the teams warming up have coaches with badges and that each team 

knows on which side of the field they should be sitting (home versus away). 

2) Check the field for proper markings, including technical areas (for coaches and spectators), and 

equipment such as nets and flags.  If lines are missing, instruct coaches that a parent should add 

the needed lines, and show the parent the location of the equipment shed, if necessary. 

3) Make sure referees are ready to go on time. Help them with team check-in if necessary. 

4) Each team is to provide one parent to be a club linesman, assisting the referee. If necessary, 

help the referee with pregame instructions to the club linesmen.   (Note: club linesman should 

call ins and outs, and direction if the referee requests that they do, but not goals, fouls or other 

calls. Center referee has final say on direction if parent AR and Center do not agree) Also, club 

linesman can cheer for their team, but are not to provide any direction or assistance to the 

players on either team. 

5) Prior to the start of the game, make sure coaches and spectators are in the proper coach and 

spectator areas, respectively. 

6)  During the game, loosely monitor games on both fields and watch for possible spectator issues 

or refs that may be struggling.  Work with any mentors present to offer them feedback or a 

second set of eyes. 

7) Make sure referees are keeping up with the schedule and stopping for sub/water breaks and 

halftime.  If running behind more than just a few minutes, work with referees at halftime to 

formulate a plan to shave time to get back on schedule. 

8) As teams for the next games start to arrive, work with them and the next field monitor, if 

applicable,  to make sure they have badges and know about home versus away sides of the field. 

9) At the end of the game, help guide newer referees on filling out and dropping off game cards 

and generally helping expedite the transition to the next games. 

10) Work with the referees to ensure the next games start on time. 

11) For the last field monitor shift each day, be sure coaches know about field takedown procedures 

and supervise to ensure things get done. (Flags get put away on Saturday. On Sunday, nets come 

down, go into bags and are put in the storage bin. Flags go into the storage bin. Goals are moved 

to the northwest corner of the field (near the stairs) and are locked together.) 


